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c/o Old Chapel Cottage, Lower Froyle, Alton, Hampshire GU34 4LS 

Our ref.  FPC/20/013 

 Date: 12 January 2021 

Dear Mr Toohey,  

FROYLE PARK COUNTRY ESTATE 

I am writing to you in your capacity of Monitoring Officer for EHDC on behalf of Froyle Parish 
Council (FPC) following the recently released Governance Review report undertaken on 
behalf of the Leader and Chief Executive of EHDC by David J. Bowles & Associates dated 
November 2020. The purpose of this letter is to request that you undertake an independent 
review of the management of planning and enforcement issues between 2014 and 2019 
relating to the property in Upper Froyle formerly known as Gaston House and now trading as 
Froyle Park Country Estate.  

Sadly, the experience of the development of the Treloar School site in Upper Froyle has not 
been a happy one for both Froyle and the District Council and the failure to deal with some 
of the issues has continued to blight the lives of residents, councillors and officers alike. It is 
important to say that Froyle residents worked very constructively with EHDC to agree the 
non-statutory guidelines for the development of the site including the development of Froyle 
Place. These guidelines were adopted by EHDC in April 2012. FPC subsequently supported the 
original planning application (20107/061) in 2013 taking comfort that the non-statutory 
guidelines so recently adopted would be applied.  

After a positive start it became clear very early in the working life of Froyle Place that the 
permission sought and granted for a country club hotel with 32 car parking spaces bore little 
resemblance to the operational reality of the 300 person, dry hire wedding and events venue 
which quickly emerged.   

The chronology attached, together with the detailed supporting documents that EHDC must 
have on file, clearly illustrate the core issue on which FPC have been seeking clarity on behalf 
of the residents whose lives are so negatively affected by the operations at Froyle Place. 

Key questions that we have consistently been seeking answers to are: 

• Has the venue been operating in breach of the planning permission granted? 

• Was the correct planning permission ever applied for?  

• Why did officers sometimes acknowledge a breach and then change their minds?  

• Was the evidence of use submitted by FPC in 2016 ever properly considered?  

Despite our best efforts we have found ourselves unable to get satisfactory answers to our 
questions.   

We therefore invite you to confirm, in the light of the Governance Review report findings, 
that there was no bias in the way the Froyle Park permissions were implemented paying 
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particularly regard to the apparent change of use from a hotel to a wedding and events 
venue.  

Was any pressure brought to bear which may have influenced the planning permission 
granted for the additional car park in 2017 or on the conclusions arising from the 
investigations which followed? If you do detect that there may have been bias, pressure or 
simple maladministration in the matter of Froyle Park, we would urge EHDC to act to correct 
the impact that these have had on the lives of Froyle residents. 

We would draw your attention to the following: 

• The 2013 permission was granted with obvious problems that should have been 

picked up: residential properties within metres of the hotel’s main function room and 

a single servicing bay in between. 

• In 2014 EHDC granted a premises licence to Froyle Park which completely undermined 

the planning permission that had been given the previous year.  

• EHDC has never acknowledged or commented on the detailed legal advice obtained 

by FPC at public expense from James Findlay QC that there is a breach of permission. 

• EHDC has never commented on or discussed the detailed evidence provided by FPC of 

the primary use of Froyle Park as a wedding venue but repeatedly requested more 

unspecified evidence. 

• There have been two flawed enforcement investigations which relied on a D2 

permission having been granted when it had not and a third investigation which lasted 

several months but produced no report.  

• EHDC has relied on confidential legal advice to deflect our concerns and avoid 

explaining to residents how Froyle has come to have a busy wedding venue in the 

heart of a conservation area adjacent to the grade 1 listed church.  

• Communications from EHDC to FPC and Damien Hinds MP have contained errors both 

of fact and of law that have gone largely uncorrected. 

• The Portfolio Holder for Planning Cllr Glass has consistently and in our view incorrectly 

argued that C1 permission for a hotel entitles the venue to hold as many events and 

weddings as it likes even when this becomes the primary use of the hotel.  

• Cllr Glass has further argued that the planning guidance adopted by EHDC in 2012 

ceased to be a material consideration as soon as the original planning permission was 

granted. As a result it was omitted from a number of subsequent officer reports. 

We hope you will agree that perception matters. It is simply not good enough to assert that 
there is no breach of planning without explaining why this is considered to be the case. 

In 2019 the owner of Froyle Park wrote to Sandy Hopkins that FPC was always ‘changing the 
goal posts.’ This is not true. Our position has been entirely consistent in seeking a reduction 
in the level of intensity of use of Froyle Park to something that more closely accords with the 
permission granted by EHDC in 2013 which was consistent with the agreed guidelines.  

We believe, with the help of EHDC and goodwill on the part of Froyle Park, that we can still 
make progress towards that goal and are extremely keen to work with EHDC going forward 
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to ensure that the impact of the venue on our residents’ lives can be improved and certainly 
does not get any worse. In the first instance, we have already agreed with our ward Councillor 
and the EHDC Planning Officer that, prior to its approval by EHDC, FPC will be closely consulted 
on the contents of  the new Traffic Management Plan as required in Condition 8 of the 
Inspectorate Report. Going forward we would hope that some further operational 
improvements can be put in place and that the original car park site, which lies outside the 
settlement boundary, remains undeveloped despite the Inspectorate removing the EHDC 
requirement for it to be grassed over.  

We have copied this letter to the Council Leader and Cllr Boxall whom we hope will support 
your independent review.  We have also made a copy available to our ward Councillor Tony 
Costigan in order that he is fully informed of our request.   

We would be happy to provide any further background to our letter and discuss its contents 
with you. Please be assured that we are fully aware that the development of Froyle Place is a 
sensitive matter on which all of us may feel we have already spent too much time. However, 
we do need to reach a point where we can explain to our residents why they are living next 
door to a busy wedding and events venue with massively increased parking and not a small 
hotel.  

We look forward to working with EHDC in an open and cooperative working relationship on 
all matters in the future.  

Thank you in advance for your time and attention.   

Yours faithfully, 

 

Andrew Potter 

Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer to Froyle Parish Council 

Email: clerk@froyleparishcouncil.org.uk  Tel: 07979 030571 

 

Copy: Cllr Richard Millard 
Cllr Ginny Boxall 
Cllr Tony Costigan 

Note:  

The terms Froyle Park and Froyle Place have been used interchangeably in this letter to refer to the 
property now trading as Froyle Park Country Estate and previously known as Gaston House. Other 
reports and correspondence on the subject as well as references on various websites have also used 
both terms. For the avoidance of doubt all references to Froyle Park and Froyle Place contained herein 
solely relate to venue trading as the Froyle Park Country Estate and not the neighbouring Linden Homes 
development of the same name. 

 

  

mailto:clerk@froyleparishcouncil.org.uk
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Attachment 

A. Chronology 

In 2010 The Treloar Trust announced they were selling their school and office sites in Upper 
Froyle. 

Froyle residents worked closely with Chris Murray the then Head of Planning at East Hants 
District Council (EHDC) and his officers to produce non-statutory guidance for the 
development of the school site. See EHDC consultation leaflet. 

The Guidelines state: 

The exceptional qualities of Upper Froyle require an exemplary and innovative approach to 
design proposals so as to complement and integrate any development as part of the overall 
village settlement. 

24 April 2012 EHDC adopted the Guidelines at the Alton Community Forum.  

The most significant recommendation was to keep traffic arising from the development out 
of Upper Froyle but to use Gate A off Hen and Chicken Hill as far as possible. The 
accompanying Decision Paper states that ‘…planning permission will only be granted for 
development that is in accordance with the guidelines’. 

In 2013 Froyle Parish Council (FPC) supported the application (20107/061) to develop the site 
for mixed housing, the refurbishment of some of the existing buildings and the use of Froyle 
Place (Gaston House) as a country club hotel with 32 parking places. FPC had reservations 
about the amount of parking for the hotel and suggested that plot 13 adjacent to Froyle Place 
was used for parking rather than housing (FPC Minutes 27 Feb 2013).This did not happen. 

Permission was granted on 17 May 2013.  

https://easthants.moderngov.co.uk/Data/Planning%20Committee/20130425/Minutes/DO
MO96UHCL.pdf 

Work started without a method statement (condition 13) signed off bringing demolition 
traffic through the village. Without consultation, EHDC permitted builders vehicles to access 
Froyle Place through the main gate. From early 2014 weddings began to be held. 

16 Jan 2014 FPC wrote to Nicolas Roach about a change of use of Froyle Place to a wedding 
venue which broke promises made at public meetings that this would never happen. 

27 Jan 2014 Response from Mr Roach denying any significant change of use. 

In 2014 without consultation, EHDC granted a licence for a 300 seater 6 day a week venue at 
Froyle Place without any reference to the limitations in the planning permission. This 
appeared to undermine the permission completely. The venue now needed much more 
parking than originally envisaged. (This is exactly the issue that the House of Lords raised in 
their consideration of the 2003 Licensing Act In 2019)  

Once fully operational, Froyle Place began parking visitors’ cars along the Avenue, sometimes 
as many as 80, instead of using the overflow car park on Hen and Chicken Hill as proposed in 
the 2013 permission. Residents objected as the Avenue was a right of way and parking 
damaged the verges. Traffic through the village increased significantly as a result. It was 
pointed out that in all the 400 plus documents accompanying the 2013 application there was 
scarcely any mention of the Avenue let alone a suggestion that it could be used for car parking 

https://easthants.moderngov.co.uk/Data/Planning%20Committee/20130425/Minutes/DOMO96UHCL.pdf
https://easthants.moderngov.co.uk/Data/Planning%20Committee/20130425/Minutes/DOMO96UHCL.pdf
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or access as this would have conflicted with the Guidance. EHDC responded that they had 
taken legal advice that supported the Avenue’s use for parking. The advice was not shared.     

20 August 2014 FPC wrote to EHDC complaining about various planning issues: failure to 
enforce conditions, the amount of traffic coming through the village, the use of Froyle Place 
for weddings contrary to promises made earlier by the developer, failure to observe the 
Guidelines, perception that EHDC had made agreements with the developer without 
consultation. 

9 September 2014 EHDC Cllr Glass replies that the Guidelines are no longer a material 
consideration and that there is no breach of the original permission. Hotels hold weddings. A 
meeting is promised with Officers. 

November Meeting  Details not available 

20 July 2015 letter from EHDC to resident who has complained about noise management 
issues and explaining that Sean Baldock the Compliance Officer is investigating. 

24 Sep 2015 FPC writes to Cllr Glass and copied to CEO and Leader raising the issue of the 
wedding venue, the problems it is causing and the inadequacy of the conditions designed to 
protect the amenity of residents.  

30 September 2015 Cllr Glass responds promising action but as previously rejecting the idea 
that the wedding venue breaches the original permission. 

30 Sep 2015 Minutes of meeting between Nic Roach, Mike Warren and Cllr Glynis Watts. 
Previously Nic Roach had refused to meet with the full PC. 

5 October 2015 Concerns are raised about the noise from the loading bay immediately 
adjacent to plot 22 now occupied.  

8 October 2015 Mr Baldock reports a breach of condition 28 relating to noise management. 

19 October 2015 FPC write to Nic Roach summarising history of the development to date and 
asking inter alia about his role at EHDC. 

27 October 2015 Reply from Nic Roach which does not answer the questions but expresses 
regret at FPC’s position. The hotel was not commercially viable as originally envisaged, hence 
the weddings and events. 

9 November 2015 FPC write to Sandy Hopkins CEO at EHDC with a formal complaint. Copies 
go to Cllr Cowper and to Damien Hinds MP. The letter reiterates  the history of the Foyle Place 
development and the problems that had arisen. The letter raised the issue of the role of Mr 
Roach at EHDC and asks for a meeting.  Attached to the letter is the previous correspondence 
with Nic Roach and Cllr Glass. 

1 December 2015 FPC writes to Damien Hinds MP 

8 December 2015 Julia Potts replied on behalf of EHDC. Sandy Hopkins and Cllr Cowper are 
not copied in. Other Departments have contributed sections of the letter. The legal 
department claims that there is no breach of planning permission because D2 (assembly and 
leisure) had been granted and that an enforcement  investigation had confirmed this. This is 
incorrect. FPC are invited to take the complaint to Stage 2. FPC do not. 

8 Jan 2016 FOI request to EHDC to establish contact between Cllr  Cowper and Mr Roach. 
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Jan 2016 FPC seek advice from James Findlay QC.  He is clear that a breach of the 2013 
planning permission had taken place in that use had changed significantly from that 
permitted. 

22 Jan 2016 Letter from Damien Hinds MP to FPC Cllr Mick Wells. He has seen EHDC’s letter 
of 8 Dec but does not wish to get involved. 

11 Feb 2016  FOI request denied by Mr Leach on grounds of confidentiality and absence of 
public interest. The denial is appealed. 

14 March 2016 Advice from James Findlay QC. 

28 March 2016 FPC send James Findlay’s advice to EHDC.   

5 April 2016 Email from Cllr Nick Whines to Sara Bryan copied to Sandy Hopkins at EHDC re 
FOI request. 

April 2016 Froyle Village Design Statement published. 

9 May 2016 Email from Cheryl Lincoln in response to FOI request: lists 13 contacts between 
Cllr Cowper and Mr Roach. 

8 June 2016 Email from Cllr Whines to Abe Ezekiel Head of Legal at EHDC formally complaining 
about the handling of the FOI request and the perception this creates. No adequate response 
received. 

8 June 2016 FPC to Cllr Glass seeking reply to 28 March which included James Findlay’s advice 

10 June 2016 FPC to Cllr  Glass seeking deferment  of car park application. Copied widely. 

16 June 2016 Email from Nick Leach admitting that there is no D2 but indicating that the car 
park application will go to committee in July following deferral in June. 

7 July 2016 EHDC refused to consider the legal advice and went ahead and gave permission 
for a new car park at the top of the Avenue (55541/005). This adds 62 places to the initial 32: 
in the view of FPC this consolidated the breach of permission.  

Supplementary Matters document and covering letter to members from Simon Jenkins, Head 
of Planning, is issued prior to planning committee meeting.  A wedding venue is ordinarily 
considered incidental to use as a hotel. The matter had been investigated previously. 

FPC expressed concern at the conduct of the planning meeting. The case officer was not 
present. In a note to the Committee, officers referenced previous investigations which relied 
on D2 permission having been granted when it had not. The non-statutory guidance  referred 
to above was omitted FPC believes improperly from the committee paper and was not 
considered despite its relevance to the issue of the car park.  

At the end of the planning meeting Simon Jenkins indicated that EHDC would consider the 
issues which had been raised by FPC, the district councillor and residents. 

19 August 2016 FPC write to Mr Leach and Mr Jenkins accepting the offer of a meeting and 
asking some questions. 

22 September 2016 Mr Leach replies stating that permission would be required if D2 use is 
taking place and describing the tests for a change of use. He argues that previous 
investigations have not substantiated a change of use. These investigations relied on D2 use 
having been permitted which it had not.  
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4 October of 2016 a meeting was held in Froyle. Attending the meeting for EHDC were James 
Hassett, Simon Jenkins, Nick Leach, Lesley Wells and Cllr Glass. Cllr Glass maintained as 
previously that a hotel was entitled to hold as many  weddings as it liked even when it was 
not operating as a hotel. However it was recognised by the officers that there was an issue 
that needed further investigation and they promised this would be done independently with 
an officer brought in to do it. Minutes available. 

FPC presented substantial evidence as to how Froyle Place was used in support of the 
contention that there was a breach.  (Attached) 

6 October 2016 Email from Lesley Wells at EHDC explaining investigation process and 
promising to keep in touch and provide regular updates. 

17 Oct 2016 Paula Debenham was appointed to investigate.  

18 Oct 2016  Paula Debenham wrote to FPC saying she planned to serve a Planning 
Contravention Notice and promising to update FPC on a regular basis.  

19 October 2016 Simon Jenkins emails FPC offering ‘a coordinated and comprehensive 
response’.   

6 and 28 October 2016 FPC wrote to James Hassett summarising the issues which had been 
discussed. The letter asked a number of questions and  sought confirmation that previous 
investigations had been flawed and that the Monitoring Officer’s test of a breach contained 
in a letter of 22 Sep had been met. 

3 November 2016 James Hassett replied referring to matters of ‘commercial confidentiality’ 
and explaining that a response to the questions would be made once the new investigation 
was complete. 

24 November 2016 FPC wrote to James Hassett  inquiring about the progress of the 
investigation and raising two additional issues: the wording of the condition requiring a traffic 
management plan for the new car park had omitted the words ‘approved in writing’ and the 
fact that the apartments at Froyle Park were paying council tax rather than business rates 
despite the fact that they were being used almost exclusively by the venue. 

August 2016 Hampshire Registrar reported 27 regulated weddings at Froyle Place during the 
month.  

1 Dec 2016 Response from Paula Debenham suggesting that EHDC were taking advice from 
counsel. 

16 Dec 2016  Cllrs Southern and Whines meet with Damien Hinds MP. He is unwilling to get 
involved in a planning issue or the advice of James Findlay QC.  

19 Jan 2017 Paula Debenham emails that she has nothing to report following meeting with 
counsel. 

8 Feb 2017 FPC wrote a personal letter to Sandy Hopkins and Cllr Cowper. It was 
acknowledged by Heather Sharman. FPC discuss invoking part 2 of complaint procedure but 
decide against this. No reply is received. 

10 March 2017 FPC received a brief letter from Mr Hassett explaining that EHDC had taken 
legal advice that had found no breach and they were not prepared to release the advice.  
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Paula Debenham who had conducted the investigation had left the authority some days 
earlier at the end of her contract.  

Mr Hassett confirmed that there was no written report and indicated reluctance to discuss 
the matter further. A member of FPC discussed the letter with Nick Leach and reported the 
conversation to FPC. 

James Findlay QC commented as follows: 

Very disappointing.  I do not have time to review the papers but their previous position 
appeared to be that the use was a D2 use.  They have now confirmed it is only a C1 use but 
do not offer any explanation why they think the current use is within that.  My suggestion is 
that, whilst they may wish to retain privilege as to their legal advice, that we write to say that 
the reasoning is inadequate and as a matter courtesy if not legal requirement we seek more 
extensive reasoning so we can understand what evidence they have taken into 
account.  Perhaps offer to meet.  I would also express disappointment that they appear to 
have taken a final view without first at least consulting with the PC.  Given the history of the 
matter that is not how they should behave. 

13 March 2017 Cllr Cowper has not replied to the letter of 8 Feb nor has Sandy Hopkins. 

FPC issue FOI request for evidence of an investigation.  

23 March 2017 FPC write to Sandy Hopkins with copies to everyone else including Cllrs 
Cowper, Millard and Glass. Arguing that promises have not be kept or any explanation given. 

6 April 2017 Nick Leach responds to FPC’s letters of 8 Feb and 23 March rejecting all the 
questions and comments and reinforcing  James Hassett’s letter of 10 March. James Findlay 
QC confirms none of the questions have been answered. 

12 April 2017 FOI details received.  There is little evidence of any new investigation and no 
discussion of the evidence of use supplied by FPC. 

19 April  2017 FPC send Letter before action to EHDC. 

21 April 2017 Email from Cllr Cowper responding to the personal  letters to him of 8 Feb and 
23 March explaining that because of the letter of action he must refuse the invitation to the 
Froyle Annual Parish Meeting. 

27 April 2017 Response from Nick Leach. Repeating that the permitted C1 use covered activity 
at the hotel.  

5 May 2017 FPC responds to Nick Leach’s letter of 27 April 2017. 

Twice the matter of the wedding venue was raised by FPC councillors at Local Forums. Again 
no one would talk. 

9 May 2017 FPC sent a detailed letter to the Alton Herald which led to the threat of legal 
action from the owner of Froyle Place when it was implied that there  was a perception of 
bias. FPC’s insurance company insisted FPC apologise.  

10 May 2017 FPC wrote to every member of EHDC with a history of the complaint and the 
letter to the Herald. Cllr. Millard acknowledged Cllr Glass did not. While some councillors 
promised to investigate, none ever did.  

17 May 2017 Nick Leach replies and invites FPC to confirm that you do not allege any 
impropriety on the part of Mr Roach or Cllr Cowper. 
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17 May 2017 FPC receive final advice from JF regarding JR. 

18 May 2017 Shillings to Pennington arguing that there was no relationship between Cllr 
Cowper and Nic Roach who only met with the Executive Committee 

Meeting with FPC Chair and Nic Roach. No minutes 

27 June 2017 FPC raise the question of Froyle Place at the Alton Community Forum. Help is 
promised by EHDC Councillors. 

29 June 2017 EHDC write to Cynthia Haveron at the suggestion of councillors at Alton Forum. 
She reissues James Hassetts letter of 10 March 2016. 

11 July 2017 Email from EHDC re Brown Tourist Signs for Froyle Place. Not appropriate as not 
open to public. 

31 Aug 2017 FPC to Mr Leach copy Sandy Hopkins refuting errors in previous letters. 

9 Sep 2017 Letter copied to Cllr Richard Millard. 

27 Oct 2017 FPC to Abe Ezekiel at EHDC copied to Cllr Millard and Sandy Hopkins. Sara Bryan 
acknowledges. No reply found. 

30 Oct 2017 Email from Nick Leach. He has nothing to add. 

31 October 2017 FPC raises question of investigation into Froyle Park at Alton Community 
Forum a second time. EHDC Members say they have been told to leave the matter to officers. 
See minutes. 

1 Nov 2017? EHDC publish Parish Charter describing relationship between Parish and District 
Councils!!!! 

20 Nov 2017 Email from Nick Leach to Cllr Roberts (FPC) re Community Forum question. He 
has nothing to add. 

3 Jan 2018 Email from Tom Horwood at EHDC re FPC request for a meeting with Sandy 
Hopkins 

1 June 2018 Letter from FPC (Julie Southern) to Sandy Hopkins. Heather Sharman responds 
that James Hassett and Sandy Hopkins will attend in ‘listening capacity only and are unable to 
answer any questions on behalf of ‘councillors’. 

5 June 2018 Meeting with  FPC, Sandy Hopkins and James Hassett. Sandy Hopkins states that 
she has not received/seen any of the many letters sent to her from FPC relating to Froyle 
Place. A meeting with Nic Roach is proposed. 

25 June 2018 Email from Heather Sharman. 

19 July 2018 Email from Heather Sharman: Nic Roach has withdrawn from proposed meeting 
offering Mike Warren instead. 

24 July 2018 FPC Clerk circulates list of complaints about FP from residents which are 
occurring almost daily. 

3 Sep 2018 EHDC cancel meeting with FPC Chair and Mike Warren scheduled for 18 Sep 2018. 

3 Sep 2018 Member of FPC tracks down and has conversation with Paula Debenham now 
working elsewhere. 
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5 Sep 2018 FPC to EHDC re cancellation of meeting. Sandy Hopkins is not taking the matter 
seriously. 

6 Sep 2018 EHDC to FPC offering a telephone conversation with Sandy Hopkins. 

31 October 2018 Cllr Southern and Sandy Hopkins discuss Froyle Place by telephone. There is 
some acknowledgement of the issues but Ms Hopkins believes there is insufficient evidence 
of change of use or level of nuisance to warrant reopening the case. 

31 October 2018 FPC raises issue of permissive footpath to the bottom of Hen and Chicken 
Hill. Simon Jenkins replies that action will be taken by Compliance team. 

 15 November 2018 Letter to Sandy Hopkins re phone conversation requesting an article for 
the village magazine. 

22 Nov 2018 Email from EHDC (Jon Holmes) confirming that the Guidance  remains a material 
consideration in matters relating to the further development of the Froyle Park site 

28 November 2018 Letter from Sandy Hopkins. Unable to contribute article for village 
magazine. Will pass file to her successor. 

5 December 2018 FPC become aware that James Hassett and Sandy Hopkins will be leaving 
EHDC either side of Christmas and that following boundary changes Tony Costigan will be 
standing to become ward District Councillor at the May elections 

11 December 2018 Email from Heather Sharman requesting a response. 

19 Dec 2018 FPC (Cllr Southern) strong letter to Sandy Hopkins. No acknowledgement or 
reply. 

25 Jan 2019 Email from EHDC (Louise Bicknell) confirming that apartments at Froyle Park are 
staff accommodation and therefore pay Council Tax 

30 Jan 2019 FPC (Cllr Southern) to Gil Kneller requesting meeting with Cllr Millard to follow 
up work with Sandy Hopkins 

1 Feb 2019 EHDC to FPC requesting list of issues concerning Froyle Park 

4 Feb 2019 FPC (Cllr Southern) to EHDC referring to outcome of meeting between Sandy 
Hopkins, Cllr Milland and Nic Roach, following which Mr Roach would detail in writing his 
proposals for remedial action at Froyle Place. 

22 Feb 2019 Cllr Watts emails EHDC (Jon Holmes) about lack of progress on permissive 
footpath. 

22 Feb 2019 FPC ask for a response to previous letters to Gill Kneller. 

25 Feb 2019 Presentation by Nicholas James Group (NJG) on Northbrook Park development 
in Bentley Village Hall. Chair refuses to discuss the Froyle experience with NJG. 

11 March 2019 Letter from Gill Kneller to FPC: not willing to take any further action as the 
matter has been investigated by others. Current Froyle Park Management Plan was attached. 

19 March 2019 FPC to EHDC Consultation Response re Local Plan and settlement boundary 
and Northbrook Park. 

During 2019 complaints about the venue continue. Drones in particular create nuisance. 
Dispute about permissive path continue. EHDC admit they cannot enforce. Path unusable. 
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Car Park permission lapses (July) but new application made omitting removal of requirement 
to grass over the old car park on Hen and Chicken Hill. EHDC refuse and the matter is 
appealed. 

Venue closed for much of 2020 due to Covid restrictions. 
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B. Evidence that Froyle Park is being used mainly as a wedding/events venue, not a hotel 

Simple definition of a hotel: a place that has rooms in which people can stay especially when 
they are travelling; a place that provides food, lodging, and other services for paying guests. 

Froyle Park has a kitchen for the use of outside caterers, in addition to its own caterer available 
for functions.  It does not provide the normal hotel provision of hot food e.g. a cooked 
breakfast, lunch, afternoon tea or dinner.  It does not provide any of the other services of 
normal hotels, such as those owned by the Harbour Hotel Group, like a swimming pool, tennis 
court, gym or spa.  In fact guests have to go elsewhere locally if they require hot food. 

The Management of Froyle Park admitted it did not have a functioning bar until at least the 
end of November 2014, long after it opened.  In the summer months, weddings are often 6 
days/week. 

Weddings are offered “exclusive use” of the ‘hotel’.  If so, and particularly when the front 
gates are locked, how is the ‘hotel’ available to casual guests?   

Froyle Park Management/EHDC Planning: 

Mr Roach admitted in his letter dated 27th October 2015 that “anyone looking at the plans 
would be in no doubt that functions were to form a major part of the building use and the 
planning conditions reflected this” and “the reality is that, due to its rural location, Froyle Park 
has come to rely on wedding functions more than had perhaps initially been anticipated in 
order to be commercially viable.” 

On 8th September 2014, the then Head of Planning, Chris Murray, wrote in an email “There is 
no hotel as such operating and never has been – therefore the weddings cannot be regarded 
as ancillary and the primary use is as a wedding venue.  We have been told that the full hotel 
use will be up and running soon.”   

Pat Heritage wrote to Froyle Park on the 1st October 2014, asking how they intended to 
resolve the current breach of planning control.  On the 23rd October 2014, Froyle Park wrote 
back detailing additional procedures that would be put in place relating to the wedding 
activities, that 14 bedrooms were available for use, the remaining bedrooms would be 
available by the first week of November 2014, with a bar open shortly for guests and non-
residents for 2-3 nights per week.  The note went on to say that they would demonstrate that 
“no breach of planning has/is occurring”.  How could they say that when there was no 
restaurant on site or a working bar?  By the 6th November 2014 it was deemed that Froyle 
Park was indeed operating as a hotel, despite being no further forward wrt only 14 bedrooms 
being available still, and the bar still “to open shortly” i.e. no further forward than when Mrs 
Heritage sent her original letter. 

Compliance Officer Sean Baldock wrote in an email dated 29th June 2015 that “it is my sole 
opinion that the site is in breach of the planning approval and requires further permission to 
be used as a wedding venue” and also that “if they do [need planning permission] the previous 
conditions attached to the site (noise controls etc) do not apply.” 

Number of weddings at Froyle Park (from Register Office records): 

Froyle Park 90 weddings in 2015 compared to 124 at Northbrook Park  
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Froyle Park 129 weddings booked as of 26 July 2016  compared to 156 at Northbrook Park.  
Just add on the numbers for August and September to current time and it will be considerably 
more than 150. 

Froyle Park website: Dominated by wedding references   

The front page of the website is all about weddings………”2017 Winter Wedding All Inclusive 
Package”, “Summer Wedding Package”, “Thursday Weddings Offer”.  “Thursdays are the new 
Fridays when it comes to weddings and we have a fantastic offer for brides-to-be looking to 
get married on a Thursday in 2017….” 

“LUXURY COUNTRY ESTATE” with “availability for exclusive use and utter privacy for up to 300 
guests.”  How does that work when travellers (see hotel definition) wish to stay at the ‘hotel’?  
When exclusive use is booked, the ‘hotel’ must therefore be shut for business or guests are 
confined to any rooms left available? 

“Wedding parties will be offered exclusive use of the exquisite, luxury accommodation within 
the Manor House.” 

The Jephson Bar is stated to be “open Tuesday to Saturday 6pm-10.30pm but practically, not 
when there is an exclusive use wedding or the front gates have been locked? 

Click on the “Food” tab and you are told all about the events catering.  There is no menu 
provided or ability to book in for a meal.   

Terms and Conditions from the Froyle Park website, printed on the 12th July 2016, are entirely 
concerned with weddings, containing at least 36 references to ‘wedding’. 

Careers with Harbour Hotels:  no reference to Froyle Park, presumably because there are few 
permanent staff there e.g. reception staff, kitchen staff, barmen, waiters, spa staff etc that 
you would find in a hotel.  

“We are now recruiting for crew members to join us at Harbour Hotels. We are looking for the 
very best candidates to join our teams in Bristol, Brighton, Christchurch, Chichester, Sidmouth, 
Salcombe, Southampton, St Ives and The Kings Arms in Christchurch. Have you got what it 
takes?” 

Gift vouchers are available for most of the Harbour Hotels, for “luxurious gift experiences” 
but these are not available for Froyle Park or Northbrook, presumably because no ‘hotel’ type 
experiences are available there. 

Trip Advisor: 
 
1. 28 Aug 2015 “We attended a wedding here in Aug 2015 and wow the house is 

spectacular.  It is a little different than holding a wedding at a hotel as there is [sic] no 
“hotel type” staff, only house staff, i.e. there is no reception for guests whom are staying 
overnight to check in, it took us a good 10 minutes to find someone to take us to our 
rooms. 

2. 28 Sept 2015 “There is no restaurant for breakfast”, “you have to leave at 10am sharp 
which is early after a long day the day before! (They said this is so they can get ready for 
the next wedding….” 

3. 29 Sept 2015 “You need to understand that this is a specialist function venue and does 
not operate like a traditional hotel.  There is no reception desk, and you have to hunt 
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around for staff to assist.”  “…no bar or refreshment facility….”  “some of the rooms are 
conjoined”. 

4. 13 Jun 2016  “…all rooms are two doubles to share one bathroom.  The bathroom for our 
room was off one of the rooms and so the couple we were sharing with had to walk past 
our bed to get to the bathroom.  Not ideal but if you are all comfortable with each other 
then there’s no problem.” 

5. 28 Mar 2016  “Froyle is not a hotel, its an empty venue you hire for your special event…”  
“We pre-warned our guests that Froyle is not a hotel….” 

6. 31 Dec 2015  “The place isn’t really a Hotel in the true sense of the word as it has no 
Reception or staff, porters etc Restaurant, Health Club or anything else you would 
normally find.” 

7. 16 Aug 2016  “When choosing Froyle Park you have to remember that this is a dry hire 
venue and you are essentially just hiring the building. Previous reviews state that there is 
a lack of service upon arrival. This is true but Froyle Park state from the outset that this 
is not a hotel. They have minimal staff at the venue on the day and it is the responsibility 
of the couple to ensure that everyone checks in efficiently.” 

8.  

 

Which sort of hotel is shut and locked at 7pm? 

 

9.  
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10. 

 

11. Recent Facebook entry: 

Join us at our stunning venue on Sunday 19th February from 11am-3pm for our special 
Valentine's Wedding Fair. 

Explore the grand Manor House overlooking spectacular views and marvel at the surrounding 
80 acres of glorious countryside. You'll be able to view the striking panelled Great Hall and 
gorgeous Ball room at your leisure whilst enjoying complimentary fizz and nibbles! 

Our sister venue, Northbrook Park will also be holding a Wedding Fair on the 19th so this a 
great opportunity to take a look at both venues. 

Any new bookings will receive a complimentary gift to the value of £250 towards dream their 
wedding. 

Pre-register by emailing info@froylepark.co.uk. 

Please call 0844 891 0680 for more information. 

http://www.froylepark.co.uk/ 

Froyle Park mirrors its sister venue, a wedding venue. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/NorthbrookParkWeddings/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.froylepark.co.uk%2F&h=ATMLjSA_k_qKQg9V3Rkb19WwcXXUGi8YM5Y-nJH025Ex6IYWV12tikdtULFZcLEIxUMh-2g9x2Ipr1y12IN4T8CYO82JoepPuQyWy_85oGma-3XbHhacIq7bhZy0eiUzhkSPA702W1uT&enc=AZMe5M4RftJB7Y_26N9dhZFQptFXl1yG5VJHC3V8z4V4h3WsoW4g7VkYQSGO5whm0euN2r5v8rv-C4TRqSGdlUW8f98-hTEeDX2E299IZGoJlQi07YMmOm541Cjkty-fTFOvsedqMtT5_rg47KqaXmkFT8BlroUoHTaOCN8zYGUhhdfZzajNCLMcVA9ZKDnd38IZueiLx_XsTg5xT6bFYD2-&s=1
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Froyle Residents’ experience: 

A local resident booked a wedding at Froyle Park in March 2014 for the following year, well 
in advance of any hotel ‘facilities’ such as the bar being opened.   

Another local resident tried to take her family down to the ‘hotel’ for a pre-lunch drink in 
2014 and were told that it was a wedding venue and the bar was not available. 

Hotel Bookings: 

It is nigh on impossible to book any rooms at a weekend.  A ‘hotel’ that you can’t ever stay in 
at the weekend?  On Booking.com you cannot book a single room on a Thursday night from 
January through to end March 2017 (didn’t check any further).  If you do manage to book a 
room on the odd occasion there is not an exclusive function there, would you mind spending 
it with up to 300 wedding guests?  Otherwise you may be restricted to just booking a Monday 
or Tuesday stay only.  Similarly with going to Froyle Park for a casual drink.  Don’t even 
consider going for a meal – none is offered. 

Linden Homes’ website mentions The Anchor and the Hen and Chicken pub nearby, but not 
Froyle Park’s ‘hotel’ or bar.  In fact, the Hen and Chicken pub benefits from the lack of a 
working kitchen at the venue, where cold pre-packed hampers are provided, by supplying a 
hot cooked breakfast to many of the guests. 

Froyle Park as a hotel does not appear to be listed in the Good Hotel Guide, the AA hotels and 
B&Bs guide, etc 

It is EXTENSIVELY noted in Wedding sites such as Hitched, Coco Wedding Venues, the 
Wedding Secret, Weddingvenues.com, Guidesforbrides, …. All the wedding websites listed 
Froyle Park as offering exclusive use of the venue. 

Comparison with the other Harbour Hotels: 

All the other hotels in the group (Brighton, Bristol, Chichester, Christchurch, Guildford, 
Salcombe, Sidmouth, St Ives and The Kings Arms, Dorset), with the exception of the dedicated 
wedding venue Northbrook, offer various restaurant facilities offering afternoon tea as well 
as other hot meals and a bar.  When you look at the ‘Food and Drink’ or “Restaurant’ tabs at 
all those other hotels, many options come up including ‘The Terrace’, ‘The Jetty’, ‘Afternoon 
Tea’, ‘Upper Deck’, ‘The Bar’, HarBAR’, ‘The Gold Bar’, ‘Kings Arms Restaurant’, “Al Fresco 
Dining’, ‘Upper Deck Restaurant’ etc.  It is in complete contrast to Northbrook and Froyle Park 
which, under the ‘Food and Drink’ option, just mentions outside or in-house special function 
caterers.  No restaurant (or hot food of any kind) and no practical bar* means that Froyle Park 
is unable to provide a basic hotel essential to any casual guest. 

*Jephson Bar is advertised as open Tues to Sat 6 to 10.30pm but who would want to wade 
through 300 guests most days to get to it?  In any case, the Management say they shut the 
gates at 9pm during a function and very often, if there is no function, the gates are locked 
anyway. 

Impact on residents: 

A nearby resident logged events (mostly weddings) 6 days out of 7 during July 2016.  He and 
his wife have a catalogue of disturbances from mostly weddings, but also occasional other 
events from the venue, almost every day through the entire summer. 
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Many other local residents have made complaints regarding the noise and disturbance 
coming from the venue, mostly concerning: drumming outside, fireworks, traffic (queueing 
to get in and blocking the road, as well as just generally lots of traffic in advance of weddings), 
lost guests in vehicles requiring directions, rude and drunk guests, noisy coaches, shouting 
and whooping guests at the end of an evening, thumping bass from the ballroom, loud DJs in 
the ballroom, catering vehicles, catering smells, noisy guests in accommodation, guests 
smoking in unsociable areas, litter, car horns, drones flying overhead, crude signage along the 
lane for individuals’ weddings…… This is not normal ‘hotel noise’. 

 


